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A multiparticular Monte Carlo method has been developed to calculate the spectral density 
of velocity fluctuations in transient conditions, when the electric field applied to a 
semiconductor changes. This method has been employed in the study of an instantaneous 
change in the electric field from 1 to 25 kV/cm in N-type GaAs. The results obtained 
are interpreted in terms of the phenomena occurring during the transient. The evolution of 
the transient spectral density for long times was found to converge at the steady state 
one of the final field. 

One of the sources of noise in a semiconductor device 
is that inherent to the bulk material of which the device has 
been constructed. The Monte Carlo method is a powerful 
tool for the analysis of such problems. Using this method, 
different studies have been performed with the aim of an- 
alyzing the velocity fluctuations under steady-state condi- 
tions, and calculating their spectral density for different 
semiconductor materials’” and in some devices.6 Exhaus- 
tive research works on current spectral density have also 
been performed.7-9 The frequency analysis can be done 
simply, applying the Wiener-Kintchine theorem, lo by cal- 
culating the spectral density as the Fourier transform of 
the autocorrelation function. 

However, in view of the high-working frequencies cur- 
rently reached by such devices, and especially when these 
work under switching conditions, the semiconductor is not 
very often in a steady-state situation. There are also differ- 
ent factors that cause the appearance of noise in the output 
signal when a transient occurs. In particular, the study of 
the contribution of the noise inherent to the material in the 
transients has received little attention, and even less, its 
frequency analysis. Until the present, Monte Carlo simu- 
lations have been performed to analyze the evolution in the 
transient of velocity, energy, diffusion coefficient, and val- 
ley population; ‘*-I3 and analyses have even been made of 
velocity fluctuations through transient autocorrelation 
functions,5 but the spectral density in the transient has not 
been calculated. The main problem involved in calculating 
the spectral density resides in the fact that since the study 
of velocity fluctuations is performed over finite times dur- 
ing the transient, the Wiener-Kintchine theorem” cannot 
be applied, and the spectral density cannot be obtained as 
the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function. 

In the present letter, we describe a method for obtain- 
ing the spectral density of velocity fluctuations of electrons 
for different times in the transient. This is done starting 
from the values of velocity obtained from a Monte Carlo 
simulation. 

Let us consider an ensemble of electrons undergoing, 
at t=O, a change in the value of the electric field to which 
they are subject. Let r be the time up to which we wish to 
study the velocity fluctuations in the transient. Then, the 

function to be analyzed will be given by 

I 

0 for t<O, 

h,(t) = Wt) for OGGr, (1) 
0 for t>r, 

with Sv( t) =v( t) - (v(t) ), where the angular brackets in- 
dicate ensemble average. 

The Fourier transform of Su,( t), 6V,(w), is 

SD 
‘r W,(w) = &I,( t)e’“’ dt= 

J 
Su( t)e’“’ dt. (2) 

--a, 0 

The mean value up to a time r of the square of the velocity 
fluctuations, 2, is given by 

$=;( J; h’odt). (3) 

By the Parseval theorem,14 and because h(t) is real, it 
follows that 

iTi&- i(& J-1, pv~bpo) 

E sm --m ~r~Isv,co, I’MW. (4) 

Now we define the transient spectral density up to a time 7, 
S,(f), with f =o/2~, by 

& 7 r 
s,(f )dfv (5) -al 

and we obtain 

S,(f)= ~(~W,(O)~~)= ;( 1 ~~6u(t,e%‘t~2). (6) 

S,(f) provides information about the mean power dis- 
sipated between 0 and r in the transient by velocity fluc- 
tuations of frequencies ranging between f and f +df. 

Using this technique, we analyze a transient in N-type 
homogeneous GaAs (ND= 1015 cmv3) at 300 K, in which 
the electric field rises from 1 to 25 kV/cm. An ensemble 
Monte Carlo with 100 000 particles has been used to per- 
form the simulation. We consider the conduction band 
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FIG. 1. Fraction of electrons in each valley as a function of the time 
elapsed from the change in the electric field from 1 to 25 kV/cm. 

formed of three nonparabolic spherical valleys. The scat- 
tering mechanisms taken into account are: ionized impuri- 
ties, acoustic, piezoelectric, polar optical, nonpolar optical, 
and intervalley (equivalent and nonequivalent) mecha- 
nisms. The physical parameters of the GaAs used in the 
simulation are the same as those used for the valleys of the 
first conduction band in previous works,” and already 
used by other authors.i6>” 

Initially, the 100 000 carriers are placed in the I valley 
with the thermic energy, and they move under the action of 
an electric field of 1 kV/cm for sufficient time (6 ps) for 
the steady state to be reached. When this time has elapsed, 
an instantaneous change occurs in the field to a value of 25 
kV/cm, the moment at which the time origin is taken up 
again, thereafter recording the velocity of each of the,par- 
titles every 1.25 X lo-l4 s. At the same time, the evolution 
of different magnitudes (valley population, mean energy, 
and mean velocity) is registered during the transient. 
These magnitudes are useful for the microscopic interpre- 
tation of the results obtained for S,(f >. Following this, the 
calculations indicated in Eq. (6) are performed. Seventy 
hours of CPU time were spent on an IBM RISC 6000/320 
system to obtain the results that are shown below. 

Figure 1 shows the evolution in the transient of the 
population in each valley. Initially (steady-state situation 
for 1 kV/cm), all the carriers are in the J? valley. When the 
electric field rises to 25 kV/cm, the electrons evolve in that 
valley (mainly interacting with ionized impurities and po- 
lar optical phonons), where they gain energy and velocity 
very fast owing to the low effective mass and the high value 
of the electric field, until they acquire sufficient energy for 
the intervalley scattering mechanisms to transport them to 
the higher L and X valleys. At that moment .( 0.18 ps) the 
mean drift velocity reaches a maximum (,Fig. 2)) thereafter 
decreasing with the rise in the effective mass of the carriers 
in the L and X valleys. As from 0.75 ps, a steady-state 
situation is reached in the velocity, but not in the popula- 
tion of the valleys, which does not become stabilized until 

.-.- I .5 ps. * 
The analysis of the dispersionaof the carrier velocities 
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FIG. 2. (-) Average drift velocity in the electric field direction, and 
(-) its standard deviation as a function of the time elapsed from the 
change in the electric field from 1 to 25 kV/cm. i 

over the mean value is of great interest for later interpret- 
ing the transient spectral density. At the beginning of the 
transient, while the carriers remain in the I’ valley, their 
velocities evolve uniformly towards high values, with 
which the standard deviation (Fig. 2) takes a low value, in 
fact lower than the steady state one for 1 kV/cm. For 
longer times, intervalley scattering mechanisms begin to 
appear, which delocalize the carrier velocity and cause this 
to evolve under the effect of very different effective masses 
(that of the I valley and that of the L valley), this in turn 
causing an increase in dispersion, as observed in Fig. 2 for 
times between 0.15 and 0.,35 ps. Finally, when the popula- 
tion of the valleys begins to become stabilized, the devia- 
tion decreases, until after 6.75 ps it remains constant 
(steady-state value). 

Figure 3 shows the transient spectral density of the 
noise up to, different times. Up to 0.15 ps, all the carriers 
evolve uniformly in the I? valley, barely undergoing any 
isotropic mechanisms, and with quite long free flights, 
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FIG. 3. Transient spectral density of electron velocity fluctuations vs 
frequency at .several times in the transient from 1 to 25 kV/cm, and 
stationary spectral density for 25 kV/cm. 
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FIG. 4. (-) Average total energy, and (-) average kinetic energy as a 
function of the time elapsed from the change in the electric field from 1 to 
25 kV/cm. 

since their kinetic energy is low (Fig. 4). This is why the 
spectral density takes low values and decreases continu- 
ously with the increase in frequency. As longer times are 
reached (0.3 ps), the carriers begin to acquire greater en- 
ergy and the appearance of intervalley mechanisms (I-L 
and F-X) causes a delocalization of the velocities, thus 
implying an increase in the noise spectrum, especially for 
high frequencies ( 1500-2500 GHz), as corresponds to the 
increase in mean kinetic energy (Fig. 4). Between 0.4 and 
0.75 ps, the greatest number of intervalley mechanisms 
occurs, which means that at this range the highest values of 
spectral density are reached and, in turn, the mean kinetic 
energy of the carriers decreases, such that the free flights 
are longer and the dominant frequencies of the noise begin 
to decrease. As from 0.75 ps, the population of the different 
valleys begins to stabilize; the number of isotropic mecha- 
nisms decreases, noise decreasing with this and the fre- 

quencies at which the maximum appears becoming lower. 
Finally, for longer times (2.5 ps, when the steady state has 
already been reached) the effects of the transient up to that 
time have very little effect, such that the spectral density 
approaches that corresponding to the steady-state situation 
for a field of 25 kV/cm (obtained as the Fourier transform 
of the autocorrelation function’). As expected, the evolu- 
tion of the transient spectral density converges toward that 
corresponding to the steady-state situation for a field of 25 
kV/cm as I- increases. 

We are currently analyzing several transients both in 
GaAs and in InP. The first results obtained show very 
interesting differences in transient frequency behavior be- 
tween both materials. These results will be published else- 
where. 
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